Introduction: Materials and manufacturing innovation in complex engineering systems such as those in aerospace, energy, heavy machinery is extremely challenging as they typically involve lengthy and costly development cycles and generally follow stringent guidelines and defined road maps. Incorporating academic science and disruptive advances into this product development cycle is challenging. Effective partnerships via integrated academic-industry study groups and joint value proposition of scientific advances and models, can accelerate insertion of new knowledge/technologies in this class of materials and manufacturing ecosystems. Case Description: This paper describes such a partnership and integration framework through exemplary case studies in thermal spray materials processing. Thermal spray is a platform materials manufacturing technology enabling deposition of advanced coatings for wide range of materials applications in aerospace, energy, heavy machinery, electronics and biomedical devices. It is a complex process involving many facets of engineering sciences including thermo-fluids, heat transfer, materials science and mechanics, incorporating non-equilibrium phenomena and multi-scale structure/behavior. The required breadth and depth of process and materials knowledge for advancing the technology is very significant, resulting in lengthy, trial and error based developments. Specific case studies illustrate knowledge advancement through science and models, development of measurement tools and simulations, along with industrial demonstration studies, addressing the utility in the manufacturing enterprise. Together, they represent a framework for establishing integrated computational and experimental materials engineering concepts and serve as a model ecosystem for accelerating innovation in complex industrial manufacturing processes.
innovation in modern times contributing to technology growth. Noteworthy are accomplishments in software, electronics and services where technological growth can sometimes be measured in weeks and months rather than years and decades. In many of these areas, the transition of concepts to market usually occurs over a relatively short time-span aided by substantial investments in venture capital. By contrast, innovations in engineering systems, materials, and manufacturing, although numerous, are defined by lengthy implementation and slow transitions from research to manufacturing integration. Government investments and regulatory policy have played pivotal role in minimizing risk. Along the way, many technologies, particularly those developed in academia and small businesses have fallen wayside or into the so called 'technology valley of death'. This has to a large extent stymied innovation and technology transfer.
In materials and manufacturing enterprises and complex engineering systems, product development is often a linear process where a perceived market-need drives the development of a product. The innovation flow generally follows a business-to-business transition path with only indirect relevance of the technology advances to consumers. System designers work to create the product and determine materials and engineering requirements, which in many cases are met with adaptations of existing technology or through appropriate enhancements. In selected cases, identified requirements of new manufacturing technology/material drive the innovation process within the supply chain. Such a "top down" approach typically has a high chance of success but the innovation is largely incremental and subject to inertial ambivalence. Furthermore, often a disconnect exists among the designers, product planners and technology developers leading to lengthy development cycles. On the other hand, a "bottom up" approach where new technology drives product development often fails due to either the well-known "Valley of Death" between applied research and actual adaptation of technology [1] or reluctance of system producers OEM's to quickly adapt new technology due to associated risks and costs. This is particularly an issue for academic research and small business innovations which are generally supported by government programs are often limited to low technology and manufacturing readiness levels. Establishing communication among the key stake holders is often challenging and in many instances contributes to the demise of promising knowledge and technologies. Figure 1 illustratively captures the two innovation pathways in product development and technology adaptation specifically in materials and manufacturing of complex engineering systems. The top figure is system driven and generally follows an established road map. The bottom-up approach can arise through serendipitous discovery or through fundamental knowledge. Latter needs to be integrated within the system road map for successful transition.
Clearly, effective communication among the relevant players and improved organization of the innovation, data and advanced modeling capabilities is necessary to ensure that promising technologies are adapted in the market place. Secondly, enhanced bridging is required between bench level inventions (new materials, models, diagnostics, sensors etc.) to industrial implementation (e.g. modified compositions and manufacturing advances). Thus, in order to facilitate rapid incorporation of new technology, materials, and processes, engineers as well as designers must be given more degrees of freedom to perpetuate innovation which is only possible through the integration of all players: OEM's, equipment manufacturers, component and material suppliers.
Of particular importance is the effectiveness of academic-industrial interactions in applied research and technologies that are important, yet perceived as traditional areas of engineering. For instance, academia has been in the forefront with respect to advances in materials theory, characterization and models as well as tools for process and manufacturing development. On the other hand, industry, driven by cost, risk, and reliability issues has set-up stringent requirements and specifications for any new materials or process integration. To ensure that promising new technologies are adapted in the market-place both academia and industry must appreciate their respective roles and constraints associated with the transitioning of enhanced knowledge and technologies. Academia and small businesses needs to consider system level issues within the context of the research and development exercise, particularly when developing and applying models and experiments, while industry, in addition to educating academia on system level issues also consider science driven-technology development which accelerates integration of innovation within the system.
Partnership for accelerated insertion of new technology (PAINT)
One approach to addressing the challenges outlined in the earlier section and to accelerate implementation of materials and manufacturing innovation is effective and continuous engagement of all the stakeholders (system designers, developers, academics and manufacturers) early on in the product development lifecycle. We outline here one such academically-centered concept acronym PAINT. PAINT is a framework to bring together academia and industry in a pre-competitive setting to shrink the product development and innovation life cycles in engineering materials and systems by engaging top-down system definitions, with bottom-up knowledge and innovation. Unlike traditional bilateral programs between academia and a specific industry, PAINT seeks involvement of all parties in the research, development, supply chain, manufacturing, and education cycle, enabling a concerted, integrated effort in topical areas of interest. PAINT as a platform concept, potentially is also a mechanism to promote flexibility and agility in response to changing technological landscapes. The key components of PAINT is system driven research, focused knowledge transfer, targeted human resource development, sustained workforce education in emerging technologies, and outreach.
PAINT strategy benefits both industry and the scientific community in the following ways:
Rapidly examine value proposition of new technologies, models and material insertion across the supply chain to demonstrate business benefits Enable identification of critical implementation issues and adaptation requirements for innovative new ideas and products Provide a unified platform for standardized evaluation of available technologies, methods and models and pathways for innovation Provide a framework to stake holders (investors, innovators, practitioners and educators) for critical assessment of the technology portfolio Establish knowledge-technology connections -Robust science driven technology development with far reaching implications -Introduce new technologies, scientific methodologies and advanced databases Retool the present workforce and develop future engineers through sustained educational outreach
The concept of PAINT is demonstrated here for the field of thermal spray technology, an exemplary advanced materials manufacturing enterprise with a broad array of engineering applications. PAINT is a recent outgrowth of an established academic research center and an existing industry-university alliance at Stony Brook University. PAINT was formulated in recent years to ensure effective transition of fundamental science in to engineering practice. A critical aspect of the PAINT efforts was to demonstrate value propositions of scientific advances to industrial practice thereby enabling their accelerated incorporation into the manufacturing enterprise. PAINT to a large extent was made possible through the existence of thriving academic-industrial consortia. A time line for the PAINT evolution is presented in the following section and demonstrated in later part of the paper through illustrative case studies of PAINT implementation. Prior to the introduction of case studies, background of the thermal spray technology platform, innovations in materials and processes, along with the establishment of the industrial partnership is briefly described. Following the presentations of PAINT case studies, future directions and strategies are described from and integration and ICME perspective and finally closing out the paper with remarks that may enable other materials and manufacturing platforms to engage in similar PAINT type programs.
Part 2. Thermal spray technology: a model for PAINT in practice
Thermal spray (TS) is a directed melt spray deposition process that has emerged as a versatile technology for materials synthesis and fabrication of protective and multilayered coatings. TS-deposited layers are crucial to the economic and safe operation of a range of engineering systems, often under extreme conditions [2] . Thermal spray, a platform technology, is a $6 Billion worldwide industry and impacts a diverse range of engineering industries. Applications range from ceramic thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) for enhanced efficiency in propulsion and energy turbines; environmentally benign manufacturing of wear resistant coatings; (e.g. replacement of electroplated hard chrome), friction reducing coatings in a range for sliding surfaces; active and passive corrosion control coatings; novel biocompatible implant coatings; surface engineering solutions to reduce material consumption in electronics manufacturing; etc. Figure 2 shows examples of thermal spray applications.
One advantage of the process is its flexibility and cost effectiveness; this enables the rapid introduction of new, unique or experimental materials into high performance applications. The process is scalable and reconfigurable and thus adapts to changing market need. Recent innovations have allowed the consideration of TS applicability well beyond 'traditional' overcoats into creation of functional surfaces, systems with complex chemistries, and patterned mesoscale devices [3] [4] [5] .
Despite the virtues and unique advantages of thermal spray processing, its implementation into advanced systems and manufacturing processes have been slow, implementation times ranging from years to decades. Numerous innovations in process and materials technology have been stifled due to lack of adaptation. To a large extent, this may be attributed to the complex process-materials interactions, lack of fundamental knowledge and associated risk factors involved in implementation. However, the situation is changing; there is recognition among the engineering community that future materials systems will be multifunctional, requiring novel multilayer integration concepts in components. Increased confidence in thermal spray materials and processes has been demonstrated through successful utilization in critical applications such as hard chrome replacement in aircraft landing gear and as chamber coatings in semiconductor manufacturing. Coupled with this recognition, the technology has also benefited from significant investments into advancing the foundational science as well as a "coming together" of the key players to integrate into applications. Two examples of such integrated research and development activities in US academia are described below:
Enhancements in scientific understanding
Thermal spray is a highly complex materials' engineering process involving two back-toback phase changes each occurring in micro-second time scales. Furthermore, these non-equilibrium events are associated with strong thermal gradients. Spray particles of varying sizes are dynamically heated and melted (in some cases not melted but softened) in thermal plasmas and combustion heat sources following which rapid solidification occurs over a range of cooling rates. The resultant material characteristics can be variegated involving metastable phase formation, multi-scale in microstructural character and comprising of hierarchical grain sizes along with a myriad array of interphases and interfaces. Figure 3 broadly captures the various phenomena occurring in these processes and their impact of materials properties. These attributes are rich for interdisciplinary scientific studies but also can be an enigma from the point of view of translating scientific knowledge to industrial practice. Traditional aspects of equilibrium thermodynamics and phase diagrams are generally non-applicable in these kinetically driven processes resulting in a "Edisonian" approach to process optimization and materials design. Nevertheless, much progress has been achieved in recent years particularly in the arena of scientific advancements.
Around the world, many academic groups have been engaged in thermal spray scientific research [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Historically, many of the groups have specific research focus, broadly classified into following fields: process dynamics, instrumentation and diagnostics, process modeling, materials characterization and application engineering. In recent years, the interest in nano-materials has facilitated non-traditional academic groups from adopting thermal sprays as a method of choice for synthesis and characterization of range of classes of nano-materials [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In this endeavor many nuances of thermal spray processes have emerged including the use of suspensions and solution chemistry as precursors for non-equilibrium treatment. The field is rich in diversity in terms of materials, devices, diagnostics and materials synthesis. However, this flexibility has also been a challenge as the multitude of variables, many of which are interacting, results in inconsistent and non-reproducible results. Small variations in feedstock materials or processes can impart dramatic differences in material character, properties and even observed phenomena. Overwhelming amounts of process nuances and material data have left industrial adoption of innovation ineffective. It has become clear that the path forward involved not only interdisciplinary analysis but also an integration of the various operating phenomena to provide a holistic and comprehensive understanding of the processes and materials. In recent years, select research groups around the world have attempted such integrated methodology. Figure 3 Phenomenological breakdown of research components addressing the multidisciplinary elements of thermal spray processes. Left: the first particle-plume interaction governing the primary melting extent and kinetic energy of particles. Center: The key attributes involved in the layer by layer formation of coatings. The particle impact and stacking plays an important role on the coating properties. Right: various characteristics and properties of spray formed coatings. The microstructure exhibits many defects associated with droplet based assemblage. A computed tomography of a three dimensional coating microstructure is shown on the top right. The defected structure introduces non-linear stress strain behavior with hysteresis associated with interfacial sliding among the splats. Integration among the three represented blocks is of critical importance and subject of past and on-going studies.
Because materials science is at the core for understanding thermal spray, the US National Science Foundation established a Materials Research Science and Engineering Center at Stony Brook University in 1996 based on an interdisciplinary group of researchers in partnership with other academic, national laboratory, industrial and international partners. The goal was to achieve fundamental insights into TS processes and their implications for the synthesis, properties and performance of engineered surfaces all conducted in an integrated framework. This program was renewed in 2000, with expanded efforts in research and educational/industrial outreach and following a successful 11 year life cycle, has been established as a self-sustaining industry-university partnership. Center for Thermal Spray Research (CTSR) has established liaisons among US/foreign universities, national labs, and industry for enhanced graduate/undergraduate training.
Key developments in the field and briefly discussed within the context of the various phenomena described in Figure 3: 1) Particle flame interactions assessed through real time 3D multi-instrument process diagnostics coupled with 3D process modeling [24, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . These advancements provided mechanistic understanding of the complex phenomena occurred during thermal spray, especially pertaining to different types of materials and their feedstock character (size and morphology of particles). For instance, diagnostics when coupled with models describe inflight metal oxidation, evaporation in low conductivity oxides and decomposition processes of thermally sensitive materials. Real time diagnostics also allowed for advanced mapping strategies including identification of robust thermo-physical parameters for integrated description of the particle thermal and kinetic parameters which ultimately affect the deposition process [37] . New approaches to construct these maps using nondimensional parameters have allowed cross-comparison across materials and processes [38] . These particle status maps can be combined with property measurements providing an integrated linkage from feedstock materials to coating design factors. 2) Thermal spray deposit formation dynamics is highly complex phenomena involving droplet impact, spreading, rapid solidification and layered assembly of different sized impact droplets (splats). The characteristics of splat formation are governed not only by the aforementioned particle states but also substrate condition and spray environment. In most cases, each splat forms independently but coupling within the assemblage of thousands of splats, is also affected by the process conditions. Much progress has been achieved in our understanding of both individual droplet formation as well as coatings [18, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . Systematic experiments have been carried out particularly within academia coupled with highly sophisticated spreading and solidification models [34, 45] . The models provide insights into the experimental observation while simultaneously offering guidance in terms of materials and process selection. 3) Advanced multi-scale characterization of the 3D microstructure using sophisticated tools such as small angle neutron scattering and x-ray microtomography has provided a basis for quantitative delineation of the defect architecture include content and type of the defects [46, 47] . For instance scattering techniques go beyond traditional metallographic investigation as they provide volumetric data in 3D along with quantitative description of the defects (e.g. pore size, shape and anisotropy). These investigations have been coupled successfully with microstructure models (e.g. object oriented finite element analysis-OOF) resulting in establishment of microstructure-property relationships [48, 49] . 4) New techniques have been developed for mechanical, thermal and functional characterization of these anisotropic layered coatings including the ability to extract design relevant properties [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . Of particular importance is the knowledge of stress evolution and residual stresses associated with coating formation and cooling. Breakthrough advances in stress description using beam curvature; neutron and xray based probing have allowed quantitative description of the stress-fields based on materials and process conditions. Here again, modeling has provided insights into the underlying mechanisms and enabled opportunities to guide in the development of process/material parameters.
These items provide only a snap-shot of the science and technology developments within the field of thermal spray. However, realization of these advancements in manufacturing requires not only integration of the knowledge-technology connections but also demonstration of their benefits in a realistic industrial environment. This is discussed further in the subsequent sections.
Knowledge transfer partnership: Industrial Consortium for Thermal Spray Technology
Historically, given the nature of thermal spray technology, academic researchers around the world have had a very strong relationship with industry. These interactions have largely been binary. In other words, industry presents a problem or an opportunity and allowing academic focus to determine the solution. Integrated interdisciplinary program such as the National Science Foundation Center was a game changer, in the sense, that activities not only focused on the underlying material science of non-equilibrium derived structures but also conducted them in the context of industrially relevant systems and processes. However, the connectivity to industrial applications was still limited due to absence of system level thinking of the scientific enhancements. To foster this interaction, along with continued support from the National Science Foundation, researchers at Stony Brook in concert with its industrial partners established a research and knowledge transfer partnership with a diversity of thermal spray related industries under the framework of the Consortium for Thermal Spray Technology. This initiative was in response to the recognition that the diversity of TS applications worldwide, nominally an advantage, was resulting in application-specific and thus disconnected scientific framework. The mission of the Consortium is to provide pre-competitive activities allowing interaction among the various organizations in a neutral framework, while providing knowledge transfer between academia and industry. From its humble beginnings in 2002 with 10 companies, the consortium is presently comprised of 36 leading companies ( Figure 4 ) and acts to bridge the communities through:
■ Research agendas that solidify the fundamental scientific understanding of TS materials science & engineering. This is accomplished through identification of scientific areas of immediate benefit to industry in a pre-competitive way.
■ Demonstration of the scientific advancements in industrial setting to assess the value proposition of innovation. This is enabled through use of industry relevant materials and processes within the demonstration projects. Furthermore, evaluating the relevance of scientific advances through the prism of industrial requirements in design, manufacturing efficiency and product reliability. ■ Enhancements to existing industrial methodologies and procedures through infusion of scientific theories, models, and where appropriate suggested modifications. Offer design tools, property databases, measurements methodology and applicable techniques to enable thermal spray coatings as a main stream materials technology ■ Networking of leading scientists (academia/industry) for enhanced understanding of the implications of materials and process innovation. ■ Training of industrial engineers (and students) in the advanced concepts fostering their accelerated adoption in industrial practice. ■ Promoting joint projects among a group of consortium companies to demonstrate innovative ideas especially through academic facilitation of OEM-supply chain partnerships. ■ Spinning off industrial interactions and research projects developed specifically around a company's particular needs; a number of Consortium companies are active in joint projects that build upon the foundation laid by the activities. ■ Interactions, Internships and employment of student scientists and researchers via orchestrated industrial exposure.
The outcome of the partnership was to advance the cause of establishing efficient, reliable and controllable processes together with enhanced confidence via advanced materials knowledge. A secondary but perhaps a more important outcome is developing a workforce with advanced skills steeped in scientific knowledge.
PAINT field trips
Traditional approach to knowledge transfer included consortia meetings, training sessions, internships and employment of students etc. However, it was soon realized that these activities were not sufficient to convince industry the value of new technology/ knowledge adoption in the real manufacturing environment. Demonstration activities and training needed to be conducted in a manufacturing environment for industrial acceptance. One mechanism to generate interest in these new academic ideas is to conduct on-site experiments in industry with close cooperation with the manufacturing practitioners (e.g. spray booth operators, technicians etc.). This led to the concept of academic-industrial field trips, the emergence of the PAINT concept.
The field trips generally lasted 2-3 days comprising 1-3 University personnel (1 post doc and 1 graduate student with optional faculty involvement) working side-by-side with industrial process engineer and spray booth operator. Typically advanced diagnostic and characterization tools were transported to the industrial site and set-up within a few hours on processes of specific interest to industrial members. Experiments were generally devised jointly between academic researchers and industrial practitioners so as to maximize the benefit to both parties. Typically, 10-20 experiments were conducted per day using industrially relevant materials and processes with a total of 30-50 experiments over a period of 3 days. Following analysis of the results either onsite with the industrial partners or subsequently, a value analysis was conducted from industrial perspectives of efficiency, reliability and performance. In most cases, the summary of the findings was reported back to the rest of the membership during the subsequent consortium meetings. The key element of the field trip was demonstrating value of materials and manufacturing innovations towards enhancing operations and not traditional problem solving exercise limited to specific application needs. The first successful field trip mission was conducted in 2007 involving three members following which 28 such field trips have now been conducted over the last 5 years. Table 1 lists few selected PAINT field trips conducted at industrial consortium member sites. These trips have spanned all parts of the U.S.A. and even locations in Europe. These joint activities coupled with presentation of the outcome to the consortium group as a whole on the efficacy of the approach, has provided a framework accelerated consideration of the innovation. In the next section, we will demonstrate the effectiveness of such a partnership approach in promoting accelerated technology adoption.
PAINT engineer-in-residence programs
Another activity within the PAINT umbrella is to allow industrial engineers to participate in academic studies to obtain a deeper understanding of the scientific benefits to industrial processes. Stony Brook Center has hosted industrial engineers for short term collaboration (one week) to conduct joint experiments all the way to yearlong industrial sabbaticals involving consideration of both models and experiments. In the case studies presented in this paper industrial engineers were participants in some of the academic test beds. This approach also benefited from better integration of models and advanced diagnostics which are difficult to be fully evaluated in a manufacturing environment.
Active engagement of industry and university participants through field trips and engineer-in-residence programs are critical enablers of PAINT implementation.
Part 3. Illustrative examples of PAINT in practice: science-technology case studies
In the following sections we discuss specific case studies that bridge the science and technology partnership exemplified through the PAINT framework. The general theme of the strategy is presented in Figure 5 , in most cases beginning with experimental observations of salient or peculiar phenomena which followed through with rigorous scientific observations and models. The implications of these observations on thermal spray materials and manufacturing are then analyzed based on industrial perceptions and metrics. Demonstration studies are conducted to assess the validity of the mechanisms and models to determine the value proposition of knowledge derived modification to manufacturing processes. Ultimately, the fusion of these results through experimental databases as well as robustly tested models will set-up a general framework for Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME) for thermal spray technology. This is discussed in the end of the paper.
Particle injection in DC plasma spray: observations, interpretation, and industrial validation
In most atmospheric thermal plasma spray operations, the powdered material is injected radially at the exit of the plasma nozzle, following the creation and recombination of the thermal plasma into neutral gases. At this exit, although some level of plasma activity exists, the location is primarily a source of extreme heat associated with the plasma recombination process. Injection of the powder material into this location allows accessing the energy required for melting and acceleration of the particles. Although many variants of plasma injection exist, the above described geometry encompasses the vast majority of modern day plasma spray systems. It has long been appreciated that injection location of the material into this hot zone is a key parameter that controls both manufacturing efficiency and material/coating quality, as they determine the efficacy of the plasma-material coupling [57, 58] . Industrial technicians and engineers have and continue to use empirical insights and experience to optimize this critical processing parameter.
The advent of in situ process diagnostics (optical sensors) and imaging techniques over the last two decades has allowed more critical look at this difficult to access particle-plasma interaction. Recent diagnostics studies carried out in this regard indicated the presence of a geometric "sweet-spot" particularly during processing of low density ceramic particles as described in Figure 6 . Optimal injection of refractory low density powders (e.g. zirconia ceramics) into this plasma sweet-spot through control of the carrier gas flow (typically, Argon gas is used to penetrate the powder into the plume) resulted in enhanced energy transfer from plasma to particle, with concomitant increase in particle temperatures and velocities. These, in turn, resulted in more Figure 6 Radial injection plasma spray process and associated optimization. (a) Schematic description of the injection process (b) in situ observation of plume depth and (c) demonstration of maximum energy transfer at the optimum location using particle diagnostics studies. The green band shows the peak locations of particle temperature and velocity with respect to injection location (as represented by carrier gas flow rate).
uniform particle melting and improved deposition efficiency (defined as the ratio of deposited material to injected material). A series of diagnostics studies with different nozzles, materials and injection parameters all pointed to this singular effect indicative of a geometrically controlled phenomenon. Furthermore, it was independent of material character (within the family of oxide ceramics), process gases, process parameters and device type.
Thermal and fluid dynamic modeling of these interactions confirmed the existence of this geometric sweet-spot and through force balance analysis, it was able to explain the physical mechanisms associated with the effects [59] . In essence, at the optimal injection parameter, the velocity ratio of the orthogonal vector components reaches an optimal value resulting in maximized energy transfer from plasma to particle thereby improving melting efficiency and momentum transfer. Figure 7 illustratively captures the modeling results with details provided in various published articles.
Through the PAINT framework and the field trip program, CTSR students and post-docs were able to conduct similar diagnostics measurements in production plasma spray sites and confirmed the occurrence of this unique phenomenon. Figure 8 describes results from industrial experiments conducted over a two-day period where the maximum energy transfer between plasma and particles were demonstrated using particle temperature, velocity and plume position measurements. The implications of these results are significant: improved process efficiency associated with more effective utilization of the material and overall better control of the process [60] .
The outcome of these scientific findings, model based analysis and industrial demonstrations represent a breakthrough in translational research. Many industries have Figure 7 Predicted particle temperature and velocity for different injection conditions obtained through the LAVA-3DP computational model. For the given input plasma parameters and particle size, the optimum for (a) particle temperature and (b) particle velocity occurs at 4 standard liters per minute of carrier gas, resulting in penetration of a majority of particles into the plasma. The model is able to capture the experimentally observed energy transfer maximum (not shown), while providing spatial and temporal distributions of individual particle behavior within the plume [59] .
recognized the implications of these developments and have already adapted such advances. Moving forward, the fusion of experiments and models also point to a pathway for improved plasma torch design and injectors, computationally optimized parameters for different materials and powders, and a strategy for close-loop control of the process through integration of instrumentation, a priori established models/knowledge and feedback software, i.e., in essence an opportunity for ICME demonstration.
Process maps: synthesis of process diagnostics and models for reliable manufacturing Defined the innovation scenario described in Figure 1 ; in a traditional system driven design and manufacturing methodologies applied to spray coatings, OEMs will typically conduct optimization studies to enhance performance and durability of spray coatings, and identify the resultant microstructural character as a target specification for supply chain adaptation. In this linear approach, the coating applicators can choose different manufacturing pathways (within limits) to meet the specification window. Most OEM products may involve multiple coating vendors such that an "equivalent" product will likely result from different manufacturing parameters. For instance, different vendors may employ different types of spray torches or feedstock materials, resulting in different processing parameters to meet the characteristic window of the coating specification. This, in turn, has shown to introduce variances in performance and durability at all levels of the coating life cycle and, as such, a concern from the perspective of design and manufacturing innovation.
As pointed in the earlier case study, in recent years, in situ particle diagnostics and models have provided significant insights into understanding of the complex dynamics of plasma spray manufacturing of advanced coatings. A concurrent strategy extending from optimized injection approach is the ability for controlled navigation of particle properties to produce optimized microstructure and properties of thermal spray coatings.
Process maps provide a science and technology framework for developing a navigation tool for the coating manufacturing enterprise. Process maps are integrated relationships linking processing-microstructure-properties [37, 61, 62] . These maps are generally designed based on statistical design of experiments using a-priori identified critical variables. These experimental maps can be augmented with analytical or Figure 8 Implications of injection optimization procedure on the particle states and coating thickness as demonstrated in industrial manufacturing sites. (a) Temperature and velocity as a function of injection location as captured by the carrier gas flow rate (b) ensemble particle temperature and velocity for un-optimized and optimized locations and (c) demonstration of 6% increase in deposit efficiency through the optimization protocol. Studies have also shown that the optimized coatings have significantly improved reliability [60] .
numerical models which can guide experimental design, interpretation of the experimental data and interpolation/extrapolation of the experimental boundaries. Figure 9 provides a framework of such a process map concept for plasma spraying. For complex processes such as plasma spray there are numerous variables that govern the processstructure-property relationships and it is often difficult and inefficient to sort through the various relations. Advanced mapping concepts not only provide an optimization strategy but also a methodology to assess industrially relevant issues of efficiency and reliability.
There are two domains over which these maps are constructed for thermal spray. The first step involves mapping the characteristics of particle spray stream as governed by their thermal and kinetic energies (the key variables). This is a necessary first step to quantify the role of spray device and parameters on the spray plume. Advanced particle diagnostics allows for rapid and expansive characterization of these particle streams thus captured and represented through the first order process map. Overlaying the effects of particle characteristics on deposit microstructure and coating properties will result in a second order process map. Additional process parameters such as deposition rate, substrate temperature, spray rate, spray angle etc. are also included into such mapping schemes. The combined interpretation of all of these effects will enable comprehensive description of the process-structure-property relations.
An example of a process map created from experimental diagnostics data during atmospheric plasma spray processing of zirconia thermal barrier coatings is shown in Figure 9 . The figure displays the range of achievable particle thermal and kinetic histories and the impact of key variables in influencing the particle properties as represented within the map. This first order process map in some sense is a manufacturing analogue of modern day GPS (Global Positioning System) for automobiles. In essence, they provide both location and direction to reach a destination. Such maps provide quantitative descriptions of the process locations along with process vectors that would enable one to access them. Overlaying material properties resultant from coatings synthesized from conditions described in the first order map will result in a 2 nd order map shown in Figure 9 . For example, a contour map of coating thermal conductivity is constructed from the particle property data. The linkage between first and 2 nd order maps now provides a framework for integration of coating design and manufacturing. Process maps also provide an opportunity to link processing with microstructure. The thermal and kinetic energy of the particles will affect overall porosity as well as the type and architecture of the defects. Examples of such process-microstructure correlations are available in numerous published references [33, 37, 47, 50, 52, 56, 61] . Industry has typically relied on microstructural observations with respect to design and manufacturing specification. However, there is a realization that due to the assortment of defects, their multiscale nature, and significant local and variability microstructures are difficult to robustly quantify from a mapping perspective. Although they will likely be used as an important measure coating quality, the focus here is to link process to design relevant properties.
The process map approach benefits both the OEM and supply chain as it provides connectivity between both top-down and bottom-up developments. For example OEMs can develop coating architectures that are the most optimum for performance while the suppliers can innovate within the process and materials template for enhancement of manufacturing efficiency and reliability. In situ diagnostics and maps enable in these developments a foundational framework as well as an intra-company process database. Process maps also allow identification of deviations from the expected there by alerting the relevant stakeholders, the impending changes and its implications.
Over the years, advanced computational models have also been developed for plasma spray processes [24, 35, 36] . Given the complexity involved in the process, modeling efforts require many facets of information including thermal plasma physics, fluid dynamics, heat transfer and notably thermo-fluid-materials interactions in a highly dynamic turbulent flow environment with steep thermal gradients. Researchers involved in plasma science have developed comprehensive codes based on local thermodynamic assumptions and this has served as a basis for further consideration from the process modeling point of view. Early work at Idaho National Laboratory (INL) set-up such a thermal plasma code for direct current thermal plasmas: termed LAVA. This code continued to develop at INL for more than a decade [63] . In the late 1990s, a partnership between INL and Stony Brook's Center for Thermal Spray Research allowed expanded developments, particularly in the area of particle flame interactions. Incorporation of materials physics allowed for consideration of melting, evaporation, oxidation (in case of metals) and decomposition (LAVA-P for LAVA with particle interactions). During the last decade, this initial 2D code was expanded to incorporate 3D effects to provide more realistic assessment of processing effects. Finally, combining the process code with impact and coating formation simulations allowed for a fully integrated process modeling system for plasma spray.
Most of the modeling effort to date focused on process understanding and phenomenological descriptions with some predictive capability. As discussed earlier, the model was able to effectively capture the injection sweet-spot phenomena and offered quantitative interpretation of the observation. In the same way, the model also allows for virtual synthesis of plasma spray process maps in particular to capture the 1 st order effects connecting process parameters with effluent particle properties (particle thermal and kinetic energies at the location of interest). Modeling activity has also been extended for complete description of particle states as a function of process parameters enabling virtual simulation of process maps. This is described in later sections, as an enabling element of future ICME development for plasma spray process.
Several field trip studies have been conducted to espouse the benefits of such mapping and modeling concepts in industry. Typically industrial process parameters are proprietary, as such the axis of the process map interpretations have been normalized and presented as relative values. An example of one such exercise is provided in Figure 10 . The results present both first and second order maps for the zirconia systems applied under industrially relevant conditions but using the diagnostics tools and methodologies emerging from academic work. In some sense, normalized maps provide a framework for effective OEM-supply chain interactions. From an OEM point of view, the property data can be used for design and thus can use the maps to guide the supplier with respect to process loci of interest while the supplier has the opportunity to engineer the process for reliability and efficiency providing the flexibility in terms of performance space to the OEMs. Finally, for other partnership examples, LAVA modeling was used for plasma torch developments and verification of performance of advanced nozzle designs.
Application of beam curvature theory for coating design and manufacturing reliability
The impact and quenching of thermal sprayed droplets results in anisotropic layered structures accompanied by generation of large formation stresses. Typically, the solidification and cooling of the droplet material is constrained by the substrate or underlying solidified coating and thus puts the newly solidified material in tension. The so called quenching stresses can be very significant reaching levels of more than 1 GPa for individual metallic particles due to the fine grain sizes and associated Hall-Petch dependence of yield strength [7] . Relaxation mechanisms such as debonding and sliding result in lowering of these average stresses but still significant for most metallic systems. In the case of ceramics, the high quenching stresses are quickly relieved through mudcracks resulting in lower overall average stresses that are beneficial from the strain tolerance point of view. Additional stresses arise from thermal mismatch between the coating and substrate as well as through peening effects in high velocity thermal spray technologies (e.g. supersonic combustion spray, detonation-gun and cold spray processes).
The thermal spray industry and scientific community have long been challenged in terms of robust characterization of the mechanical properties of spray coatings. The Figure 10 Demonstration of the process map concept in industrially relevant conditions. (a) Design of experiments as represented in relative scales using relevant process conditions (b) first order process maps based on DoE and diagnostics and (c) 2 nd order process maps identifying locations of maximum process efficiency. Other second order maps of properties are also available which provides industry tools to identify optimum process location for performance with simultaneous understanding of efficiency and reliability.
presence of residual stresses compounds the interpretation of mechanical properties. One approach to understanding both evolution and final residual stresses as well as a first order assessment of mechanical properties of spray coated materials is through the use of in situ beam curvature monitoring, similar to those used for decades by the electronics and plating industries [64, 65] . Kuroda et al. in Japan pioneered the use of such beam curvature methods for thermal spray in the late 1980s and subsequently this work was followed by Tsui and Clyne through enhanced interpretation of the underlying phenomena through analytical models [7, [66] [67] [68] [69] . In the 1990s, work at Stony Brook has not only expanded the scientific understanding of the beam curvature mechanisms for thermal spray, but have also extended the capability for advancing process control and industrial coating specification [62] . An illustrative description of the in situ beam curvature monitoring concept is presented in Figure 11 . Figure 11a is an illustration of a non-contact curvature monitoring using multi-point displacement measurements on a near uniaxial beam but is similar to the work by Kuroda using contact measurements. Figure 11b shows the raw curvature and temperature evolution data during deposition and cooling. (the steps in the curvature and temperature result from spray torch traversing resulting in beam deflection due to plasma impingement). Figure 11c shows results for a plasma spray sample which shows predominantly a positive (quenching) stress evolution while the high velocity oxy-fuel sample show negative stress evolution resulting from impact related peening stress.
We present two case-studies related to this capability: one each for metallic and ceramic systems along with critical steps aimed at industrial consideration of these scientific developments. In the latter case, the curvature theory was expanded to include non-linear effects which provided an enhanced description of the microstructureproperty relationships [70] .
In situ monitoring of coating formation dynamics
Knowledge of residual stresses is of particular importance in applications involving contact damage situations such as wear/friction as well as for components subjected to fatigue loading (aircraft landing gear, earth moving equipment, heavy machinery, steel mills etc.). Typically, coatings used in these conditions require very low porosity, high hardness, and toughness. Metallic alloys (Ni, Co and Fe alloys) and cermets (e.g. WCCo, CrC-NiCr) are the primary material choices employing high velocity thermal spray processes such as supersonic combustion thermal spray (high velocity oxy-fuel-HVOF) or detonation spray systems. Figure 11 In situ beam curvature monitoring concept for measuring coating properties. (a) Instrument description and process procedure (b) curvature and temperature evolution during deposition and cooling (c) fitted curvature data displaying different stress evolution dynamics for metals and ceramics [67] .
These high velocity spray systems not only allow for synthesis of nearly dense coatings, but the impact forces can induce significant peening stresses in ductile metallic systems resulting in highly compressive coatings [61, [71] [72] [73] . The operative mechanisms involved in stress evolution dynamics and coating formation are dependent on both the material character and process parameter. Specifically, three forms of stresses contribute to the overall coating residual stresses. They include quenching stresses associated with phase change and thermal cool down from molten state (generally in tension); peening induced compressive stresses; thermal mismatch stresses associated with cool down of the two layer system from processing temperature to ambient temperature (which can be either in tension or compression depending on the mismatch signs between coating material and substrate). The quenching stresses depend on extent of melting of the particles in the plume while the peening stresses depend both on particle kinetic energy and coating material's intrinsic ductility and strain hardening.
The complex interplay among the materials, processes and operative mechanisms often leads to long iterative trials among material selection, process optimization and characterization. Furthermore, process induced effects can influence the extrinsic coating properties of hardness and adhesion. Through a combination of advanced diagnostics, process maps, in situ beam curvature monitoring along with mechanistic understanding of the phenomena, it is now possible to utilize these tools and scientific methodologies for industrial process optimization. Figure 12 illustrates the connections between process parameters, particle states and stress evolution dynamics for HVOF processing of NiCr. In this study using a single HVOF process, propylene as fuel and a series of process conditions were scanned through a first order process map (Figure 12a ). Subsequently coatings from four regions of the process map, designated as A, B, C and D, were deposited onto the curvature sensor. Coatings fabricated using high velocity, low temperature conditions (B, D) display a larger contribution of compressive peening stresses compared to those deposited at higher thermal energy conditions (A, C). Among the two higher velocity coatings, B with lower temperature and higher velocity displays a larger prevalence of peening stress. Figure 12b shows the summary result the component residual stresses obtained from the raw curves (not shown) including the final residual stresses resultant after thermal cool down from spray temperatures. The curvature derived stress evolution curves indicate that formation dynamics is as important as end stresses in these coatings. Figure 12 process property correlations for NiCr coatings deposited via high velocity combustion spray process. (a) The first order process map exhibiting particle state parameters for various conditions (b) curvature derived residual stress differentiating the role of particle parameters on deposition and residual stresses for four the selected processing conditions (c) 2nd order process maps depicting peening intensity profiles for various particle state conditions obtained from curvature measurements [61] .
The resultant effects of such parametric exploration and in situ monitoring can be visualized using a second order process map. Shown in Figure 12c is a peening intensity map that is obtained by overlaying the peening intensity as obtained by curvature measurements on the particle thermal -kinetic energy diagram captured by the particle temperature and velocity measurements.
These maps are not only useful visualization tools to depict properties for design purposes but also provide insights into the operative mechanisms. The peening intensity maps will also provide a direct correlation to coating hardness, modulus and wear performance [61] .
The peening intensity parameter can also be analytically and numerically modeled and as such provides a pathway for model guided material selection and parameterization. During the impact of a particle propelled at high speeds, the surface impacted conforms as the particle deforms to a pancake shape called "splat". This occurs in a very short fraction of time (e.g. 4-5 microseconds). Both, the particle and the substrate are subjected to high strain rates and high deformation in a very localized area. This added to the heat contribution of the particle and the torch makes necessary the use of modeling tools to identify key parametric effects on the stress evolution. The model of choice here is the Johnson-cook impact model that expresses the stress dependence on strain, strain rate and temperature for a given material. This model has been used to analyze the impact of a particle as shown in Figure 13a , where the maximum compressive stress and depth profile are extracted to predict after successive impacts and quenching of several splats for the final residual stress profile of the substrate/coating system. Once the model has been developed and correspondingly compared to actual measurements, the response of the main variables (such as particle temperature, particle velocity, substrate temperature) has been studied to identify the process dependency and sensitivity. In Figure 13b , the stress profiles produced by a particle of SS-316 impacting at 600 m/s over a substrate initially at various temperatures is presented. The hotter the surface is, the lower the induced stresses are, due to relaxation by yielding. This analysis presents another opportunity for control process induced peening stresses, not only by particle state control but also by substrate temperature control which can be implemented by external cooling, or feed rate Figure 13 Simulation results from finite element analysis of stress induced due to particle peening. (a) Through thickness stress profile in a substrate due to a particle impact (b) correlations between residual stress and peening depth for four different substrate temperatures. These model derived correlations can be connected with kinetic energy measurements obtained from first order process maps.
control. The modeling of particle impact has significantly raised our understanding of the coating formation dynamics and benefitted the thermal spray community by demonstrated strategies for coating design.
The utility of the in situ stress monitoring, modeling and peening intensity map description for industrial design and manufacturing was demonstrate through a multiindustry field trip. As mentioned earlier thermal spray industry has developed and uses a variety of different torch and material configurations to achieve the same application goal. This is particularly true for high velocity thermal spray systems as different combustion gases (hydrogen vs kerosene or oxygen vs. air), nozzle types (straight bore vs. deLaval type), powder injection (axial vs. radial) and total gas and thermal input. Although the ultimate microstructure may appear similar, the journey to arrive at this end coating can be substantially different, particularly with respect to residual stresses and properties.
To assess these differences, one common powder material (NiCr) was processed at several industrial sites at their nominally optimum processing conditions. The integrated results are captured in Figure 14 starting with (a) 1st order process of map of thermal and kinetic energies (b) in situ stress evolution as a function of the particle kinetic energy obtained from 1st order map and (c) hardness as a function of the stress evolution. The results explain the differences in coating hardness (of the same material) as synthesized from different industrial process conditions and also point to the underlying origin of the differences. The explored map of particle temperature and velocity is significantly broad and considered not achievable by a single process, which assures the generalization of the results. The combination of high particle temperatures and low speeds (e.g. plasma spray process conditions, shown as APS) result in high quenching stresses and lower peening stresses that ultimately reduce the hardness of the coating (the overall summation of tensile-quenching and compressive-peening is shown as evolving stress). The higher the particle velocity always increases the peening effect. Hardness is found to depend monotonically with the induced process stresses during formation. Higher the induced compressive stress is, the higher the hardness of the coatings results. This is not an implicit relationship of properties but a result of a processing induced effect measured indirectly by the residual stress and their effect reflected in properties. Property range may vary significantly with respect to the bulk Figure 14 Industrial demonstration of the particle parameter effects on residual stresses. (a) 1st order process maps displaying characteristics of different industrial spray processes (b) relationship between stress evolution (as obtained from curvature measurements) and kinetic energy and (c) correlation of residual stresses to coating hardness [61] . Such integrated design maps enable both materials design and manufacturing optimization.
property for TS coatings. In the present case, the property ranges from half of the bulk property to almost two times the same one. This type of findings justifies the detailed assessment of systematic studies.
These field trip assessments and integrated assimilation of the information can benefit each of the industrial stake holders in different ways. For the manufacturing companies, it provides tools for optimization and control of the process. For the OEMs, it provides a database and map for coating selection and specification. For the knowledge enhancement partners and coating material/system developers, it provides a pathway for materials and process innovation. Combination of models, experiments and databases can also enable the ICME framework.
Non-linear models define coating mechanical properties
The bilayer curvature response of the coating-substrate system also provides information on the elastic properties of the coating. Knowledge of coating thermal expansion and the continuous measurement of the curvature change with temperature to the first approximation can be used to extract the elastic modulus of the coating. However, a careful look at the curvature-temperature relations obtained via continuous monitoring of curvature during cooling following deposition indicated non-linear relations for these porous ceramic coatings. Repeated low temperature thermal cycling in a controlled thermal environment confirmed these observations (Figure 15a ) and further suggested that these curvature-temperature relations during heating and cooling cycles follow different paths in the case of plasma sprayed zirconia coated metallic substrates.
Detailed experimental analysis of the forward and reverse relations suggested that these behaviors are the result of the unique porous and lamellar character of the spray coated ceramics. The opening and closure of pores and cracks during the heating and cooling cycles result in non-linear elastic behavior while the sliding among the loose splat interfaces causes hysteretic response. Together, the behavior is collectively described as anelasticity and these properties are strongly dependent on the unique ceramic microstructure resultant from the plasma spray process. Furthermore, the anelastic response of these ceramic coatings is an indicative of coatings' compliance, the ability to withstand high strains without generating large stresses into coatings. The compliance of ceramic coatings is one of the key factors that determine durability of thermal barrier coatings. Figure 15 The measurement and quantification of anelastic parameters using bi-layer curvature measurement method. (a) Description of the non-linear elastic behavior as acquired from beam curvature and temperature monitoring (b) associated conversion of the stress-strain relations obtained from modeling (c) representation of the non-linear elastic properties for materials made under various spray conditions and spray distances [74] .
Fundamental science and models Since the curvature-temperature relations are dependent on thermal expansion coefficient and respective thicknesses of coating and substrate, it is desirable to convert the experimental results into stress-strain (σ-ε) relations for their true property comparisons. Figure 15a shows a typical curvaturetemperature (κ-T) plot for a plasma sprayed ceramic coating on a metallic substrate. σ-ε conversion of the plot is carried out separately for forward (heating) curve and reverse (cooling) curve. As marked in the figure, there exists a transition temperature (T tr ) within the experimental temperature range (T rm -T max ), which is a signature of a transition from linear to non-linear behavior of the coating. At room temperature, in general, a ceramic coating contains a residual stress, which is a resultant of stress generated during deposition and cool down process. The T tr in the κ-T curve (Figure 15a ) is indicative of initiation of defect movement phenomenon in the coating structure after overcoming the compressive residual stresses. Below T tr, the coating behaves in conventional linear elastic mode in the absence of any defect defomating in part due to the presence of compressive stresses. It is noted that since the heating and cooling curves are different, the values T tr , generally, are different for the two curves.
A modified version of Ramburg-Osgood model for porous materials is utilized to generate σ-ε relationship (Figure 15b ) for forward and reverse curves of κ-T measurements (Eq. 1) [70] . The model first generates a σ-ε relationship for the linear part (below T tr ) of the κ-T curve using linear elastic solid properties of coatings. Slope of the linear curve is referred as elastic modulus (E) of the coating. Later, the remaining nonlinear section of the curve is fit to the proposed model. Two fitting parameters σ 0 and n, known as reference stress and power-law exponent, are estimated through an inverse analysis using Kalman filter [70] , which conducts several iteration until the best convergence within the allowable limit. The filter not only computes solutions faster than other adaptive filtering methods for non-linear problems (reference, Nakamura), but also is capable of eliminating noise from the measurement data.
Where, σ, ε, E and σ T are stress, strain, elastic modulus and transition stress of the coating [70] . The conversion of σ-ε from measured κ-T facilitates a detailed comparison of coatings with different physical properties, such as stiffness, thickness, density etc. However, a simplified comparison of various coatings requires further quantification of coatings' anelastic properties. Therefore, a two parameter approach was adapted to uniquely define coating's non-linear properties; elastic modulus (E), slope of the forward curve below σ tr and non-linear degree (ND) which is the slope of E and the secant modulus of the same curve from σ = σ tr and σ = σ ε=0.1% [74] . Such quantification of σ-ε behavior of coating was successfully applied to various coatings deposited following our process map design approach, and it was observed that coatings with minimal changes in parametric design of process can uniquely be identified by their E and ND values. Figure  15c shows a map exhibiting a simple representation of the coatings with different process parameters, such as spray distance, plasma energies and feedstock power size. This E-ND space serves as a feedback to our process map to produce a desired coating with a few iterations.
The simplicity in utilizing these non-linear parameters as a representation of the properties of these complex materials, this ex situ bi-layer curvature technique was introduced to most of the field trips with ceramic processing. Figure 16a and 16b shows one of the applications of the E-ND space for coatings, which is the repeatability assessment of plasma sprayed coatings, one of the many issues with plasma sprayed thermal barrier coatings. The results presented in Figure 16a provide an estimation of variability in coating sprayed at different sites, including Stony Brook. It was noted that coating repeatability varied from one spray site to another, and this information can be captured utilizing the E-ND parametric space. Similar application of estimation of coatings' repeatability, sprayed with and without adaptation of injection optimization at one of our field trip sites Figure 16b . The results correlate well with the improved process repeatability associated with optimized particle injection experiments as shown in Figure 8 . Figure 16c shows an example of how a parametric design approach in processing can be applied and monitored through E-ND map. In the figure, the coatings with parametric space-1 were fabricated at one of the field trip sites. On the other hand, those with parametric space-2 were strategically deposited using our process map approach targeting higher overall anelasticity, i.e. higher nonlinear degree and lower elastic modulus. In summary, the E-ND parametric space can not only be applied to the day-to-day coatings repeatability assessment, but also provide a guide to design process parameter to produce coatings with desired anelastic properties.
Further development of these maps is currently incorporating large quantity of data from field trips experiments. In addition, a model guided design of experiment has been carrying out at CTSR to carefully map and develop a better understanding the coatings properties with fine and coarse changes in processing conditions. This database of maps will help us design more efficient coatings with significantly improvement in coatings repeatability.
Enabling new opportunities in functional oxides
Deposition technologies for functional oxides are an emerging area of interest particularly in the context of thick film multilayer devices. Applications range from solid oxide Figure 16 Evaluation of measured coatings' non-linear properties as a tool for process monitoring. (a) Non-linear elastic property maps constructed from industrial samples displaying a measure of variability associated with day to day manufacturing [60] . (b) Non-linear maps used to assess efficacy of process control e.g. through injection optimization to reduce coating variability (c) the maps, obtained from industrial coatings, demonstrating with mapping strategies to optimize coating properties based on specific design requirements. The coatings with high ND and low E, (parametric space-2) exhibit improved mechanical compliance, one of the key requirements of ceramic topcoat of TBCs, utilizing the E-ND map as a potential coating design tool. In general, the maps can provide an assessment of process control, design and reliability.
fuel cells, solid state batteries, electromagnetic applications in communication devices and a wide range of sensors. Thermal spray offers unique pathway for deposition of functional oxides due to their high deposition rates, extraordinary materials flexibility, 3D fabrication capability and low substrate temperatures. Despite these advantages, very limited application of thermal sprayed functional oxides exist and industry only now slowly getting interested in this application portfolio [3] [4] [5] . Beyond the known process induced defects such as cracks, porosity and interfaces, the non-equilibrium nature of thermal spray affects the structure, composition, grain size and stress, contribute to diminished electrical properties and functional performance. In recent years, the scientific methodologies discussed in the above sections have been practiced to extend the capabilities of thermal spray for functional systems. Notable is the effort aimed at multilayer fabrication of solid oxide fuel cell systems where the ability to deposit several different materials and microstructures is enabled by thermal spray processes.
The concept of process maps, in situ stress/property monitoring, microstructure evolution dynamics, and property assessments shown for the NiCr and zirconia systems earlier can be readily extended to functional oxide but can add requirements involving phase stability, chemical stoichiometry, disorder all of which will be affected by the process needs to be considered [55] . The latter is highly complex to interpret and map, but direct assessment of functional property assessment and linking these effects to process parameter can aid in accelerated materials and process development.
One such example of a process map application to functional oxides is for Strontium doped lanthanum manganite (LSM). LSM with a perovskite crystal structure is a high temperature electrical conductor and exhibits excellent electrochemical performance. They find applications in electronics, fuel cells and sensors. Thermal spray deposition of LSM can be complex resulting in mixed phases, metastability, loss in stoichiometry, change in oxidation states and local/global gradients in chemistry. These attributes are strongly dependent on process conditions and the spray environment. As is noted in Figure 17 , process maps allow for navigation of the process-material interactions and enable optimization of functionality. In this case, the functionality is assessed by the high temperature electrical conductivity of the sprayed material which is controlled by the particle states as represented by the temperature and velocity. Additional properties such as magnetic permeability or ionic conductivity can also be represented through Figure 17 2nd order process maps connecting electrical and magnetic properties of plasma sprayed Lanthanum Manganite oxide coatings. (a) Magnetic permeability and (b) electrical conductivity at 800°C is over-layed on the 1st order particle property maps. These contour maps show a pathway towards functional property design and optimization.
these maps along with mechanical properties such as modulus and residual stresses. Modeling functional response of multicomponent oxides is itself a complex process. When combined with the microstructural attributes of thermal sprayed systems, the system at this point is intractable via modeling. Nevertheless, the models and methodologies developed generally for ceramic oxides can be extended from process optimization point of view. Such studies are now underway. Finally, industrial linkages in this area of thermal sprayed functional oxides are only now developing as the application opportunities are only now emerging. Partnerships have been initiated in this arena and already paying rich dividends to industrial developers through maps, databases and tools for characterization. At the very least it will allow industry to make a rapid assessment of the technology potential for various classes of functional oxide systems.
Outcome of PAINT case studies
The advanced concepts demonstrated through the case studies are now being implemented at both system integrators and application providers. Specific implementation of the concepts remains proprietary to individual companies and as such difficult to provide demonstrative examples. However, several anecdotal examples of advanced technology implementation exist.
-Innovations demonstrated in the first case study on particle injection have resulted in development of simple low cost sensors and control strategies that are now in advanced stages of implementation consideration.
-Both system producers and manufacturers have embraced the process map concepts. From system integrator point of view, it has allowed understanding of process capabilities for design as well as assessing manufacturing variability. The maps have allowed supply chain participants to use diagnostics and develop efficient and reliable processes improving their product yields. Non-dimensionalized maps also enable transparent interaction between designers and manufacturers without compromising proprietary information.
-The advanced coating mechanics detailed in the third case study is now being adopted across the enterprise as it is enabling more rapid introduction manufacturing process improvement and also evaluation of new materials compositions and powder sources. Conversations are now underway at system integrators to develop new methodologies for design and manufacturing evaluation.
Part 4: Path forward: integration data, models and industrial experiences
The PAINT case studies mentioned in the above section demonstrate the innovation agenda for thermal spray. It approaches the problem in a multi-tiered manner. Fusion of models and experiments allows for knowledge guided development of advanced materials and manufacturing technologies which not only has the benefit of immediacy of impact, but also enable robust and sustained expansion of the knowledge-technology portfolio. By seeking association during early stage with system designers, scientists and innovators have an opportunity to benchmark their advance concepts with contemporary knowledge and more importantly system needs. Concurrently, the partnership provides OEMs to rapidly adapt new knowledge and also guide the innovation process.
Continuous assessment of the value proposition of the innovation allows both parties to develop realistic assessment of needs and developments ensuring a motif for sustained knowledge and technology creation and a more efficient translation of the innovation.
The case studies presented here are predominantly experimentally driven with limited guidance available through models. In large part this is attributed to the nature of the technology/application as a lack of fundamental material data used in these extreme environments. Applications have far outpaced developments and as such needs for advanced models or diagnostics have not been perceived to be of importance. However, the situation is changing: future applications of coatings are much more stringent:
As engine operation temperatures have steadily increased the role of TBCs has moved from life extension to prime-reliant, the latter requiring incorporation into design and stringent requirement of durability and reliability. Damage tolerant coatings now require consideration of the effects of coating design and its manufacturing on the substrate material itself. (e.g. fatigue and corrosion behavior of the coated system). As the portfolio of materials expands into the arena of functional systems (electronics, sensors, fuel cells), the interplay between process, performance and applications far more complex, one that cannot be optimized through the past Edisonian development strategies.
In all of these situations, it is clear that availability of apriori knowledge, databases and models will significantly reduce the development time, reduce overall cost as well as enhance the output of activity in terms of efficient, robust and reliable manufacturing processes. Thus, future developments will/should involve more pervasive use of models for virtual experimentation. Secondly integration of models with experiments and development of relevant databases will be crucial. The latter not only involves generally available material properties but those that are defined by a manufactured "state". In the next section, some examples of such developments as an evolution of the case studies are presented.
Model guided of spray hardware and process parameters
The injection sweet-spot optimization presented in the first case study, although comprehensive, was conducted for just one or two materials (alumina and zirconia) and a few process hardware configurations (external injection plasma spray). Given the numerous variants of plasma spray devices and multitude of feedstock characteristics (powder type, manufacturing method, particle size distribution etc.) an exhaustive assessment of the material/process combination for even this simplest of processes, assessment can be expensive and time consuming. In this situation, application of models both from the point of experimental guidance as well as from the point of new hardware or feedstock materials design is highly beneficial.
In one example, the LAVA-3DP plasma spray simulation model was applied to determine the role of powder injector angle onto the plasma spray torch. As shown in Figure 18 , injectors can be positioned in multiple ways so as to introduce the powders inward towards the nozzle, at 90 degrees (as tested in the first case study) or downward away from the nozzle [59] . For each of these situations, the particle-plasma coupling can be substantially different including the behavior of different particle sizes within a standard powder distribution. The simulation allowed for rapid assessment of many experimental scenarios and is plotted as a particle temperature-velocity diagram. The results of the simulation show the trends in terms of the energy coupling from plasma to particle and allows for scanning through a very large process parameter space (for these 3 injector conditions, several plasma parameters were varied in the model). Such studies in conjunction with key validation experiments can be incorporated within an ICME framework. The outcome of such an ICME capability will allow for new spray device development as well as accelerated optimization of new materials and their powder variants.
Synthesis of virtual process maps
The evolution of the LAVA-3DP modeling capability for plasma spray also enables virtual process developments for instance simulated process maps. An example of such a map is shown in Figure 19 along with its experimentally determined counterpart. The results Figure 18 Model based assessment of changes in process hardware. (a) A schematic of one of the possible hardware modification (powder injection angle) capable of changing the particle state in the plasma plume (b) particles T and V values obtained from the model reflecting the effect of change in injection angle coupled with carrier gas flow rate [59] . Figure 19 Comparison of experimental and simulated process maps for plasma spraying of yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) [31] . (a) T and V map constructed from the experimental results of ten different processing conditions (b) the average T and V values obtained from modeling of five selected processing condition corresponding to circled area in (a). In both cases particle properties were obtained from measurements or simulation based on 5,000 particles and averaged for each condition. The model is able to capture the overall trends with reasonable accuracy.
demonstrate the capability of the model not only in capturing trends but also providing predictive capabilities. Additional embodiments of the model include detailed analysis particle temperature distributions, phase content etc. In addition, the model tracks the thermal and kinetic history each particle from injection to the impact location. As such, one can rigorously study the operative mechanisms in energy transfer in a material specific manner. Critical physical phenomena such as oxidation, evaporation, decomposition etc. are captured in the simulation which is hitherto unavailable for experimental determination. Here again, the fusion of model derived knowledge and experimentally validated/adjusted outcomes can be combined within an ICME framework. Such integrated maps can be of great value to both academia and industry in accelerated insertion of new materials and process concepts. Future modeling tools will invariably need to incorporate supersonic combustions spray and non-thermal spray processes such as cold spray. There are scattered efforts around the world in these developments but will require integration and validation.
Mechanics of coating formation, insitu curvature simulation
The use of beam curvature technique and its utilization for industrial process optimization and control has been experimentally demonstrated in the earlier section. Although much has been learned from experimental analysis, the deposit formation dynamics and stress generation remain a highly complex phenomenon for full mechanical description. In recent years, Nakamura et al. have developed advanced numerical scheme to model the deposition formation dynamics in the context of in situ beam curvature monitoring as described earlier [70] . Figure 20 shows the model and an illustrative comparison of the experiment and simulation results. The simulation with appropriate input of physical phenomena (e.g. thermal gradient, deposition flux) is also able to provide layer-by-layer evolution of curvature and contributing factors (stress, stiffness). Although much remains to be done in terms of capturing second order effects in the simulation (relaxation mechanisms, porosity, cracking etc.) the model can provide guidance to experiments and allow for assurance of data interpretation.
Optimization of non-linear properties
Earlier in section on non-linear models for coatings mechanical properties, it was shown that the anelastic parameters uniquely describe the non-linear properties of a plasma sprayed ceramic. The quantification of these parameters provides a platform Figure 15c to compare coatings fabricated with various processing parameters, spray hardware and Figure 20 Finite element simulation of the beam curvature evolution during thermal spray [70] . (a) Model built by assembly discrete "bricks" of materials to effectively capture the experimental observations both for (b) curvature evolution and (c) temperature description. Excellent agreement between model and experiment is noted allowing for model guided interpretation and experimental design. materials, temporal and spatial variability, which enabled guidelines for a property based design of coatings. Of particular interest is the role of interlamellar sliding mechanisms that contribute to the thermal/mechanical cycle hysteresis [75] . To aid in its understanding, Nakamura et al. developed a multi crack 2D analytical model as well as 3D numerical model to understand and simulate the effect of coating defects' and interface frictional characteristics on its anelastic behavior of spray formed ceramics. The model suggested that interface separation and friction are key factors that define the hysteresis. At small interface separations and low interface sliding friction parameters the hysteresis is absent or negligible. At the same time, at large interface separation there is limited contact between the interfaces, thus contributing to no frictional dissipation. The maximum hysteresis is observed at a friction coefficient of 0.5 and moderate crack opening dimensions. Experimental results through deliberate modifications to interface character (e.g. smooth amorphous interfaces rather than rough crystalline interfaces) [76] confirm the model derived results suggesting that that physical mechanisms can be incorporated to advanced compliant coating design based on novel mechanisms. Our current PAINT efforts are aimed at industrial design of coatings with controlled introduction of anelasticity [76] .
Establishing framework for a fully integrated ICME The fusion of design input, materials data, process maps/models and in line diagnostics will ultimately enable development of ICME schemes. The overall ICME framework for thermal spray technology is illustratively captured in Figure 21 . The integration involves five component elements (Performance driven design, structure property relations, process-structure relations, process property relations and process-materials interactions). For complex engineering systems, design, materials and manufacturing requirements are invariably performance driven and as such embody the development and transition. However, ICME will require many sub-processes and validation schemes which are captured through inter relationships among the component elements). Figure 21 has been constructed from the point of view of new TBC development, an enabling developmental activity within the turbine engine community. Emerging performance drivers include higher engine operational temperature and resistance to ash attack both of which are limited with the current bill of materials (e.g. Yttria stabilized zirconia). Zirconia coatings do not resist ash particle attack and are also susceptible to accelerated sintering and phase instability at temperatures >1200C. One material system under consideration is rare-earth zirconates, mainly Gadolinium Zirconate (Gd 2 Zr 2 O 7 ). Working apriori through the ICME framework will allow concurrent consideration of performance, property and process enablers and their interaction. Work is underway specifically in this area addressed through the PAINT framework and paying rich dividends in terms of both innovation adoption and integration.
Process property linkages enabling coating design and optimization
The fusion of process and materials property data through the use of maps and property monitoring will ultimately enable consideration of ICME schemes. One example of such a scheme is outlined in Figure 22 . In this ICME subsystem, the integration is primarily assembled from parametric design and experimental data but one that seeks to connect all aspects of the sub-processes and materials input. This initial scheme can be enhanced and used through models and simulations so as to expand the portfolio of materials and processes. Industry is already using such regression schemes in their process and manufacturing development/optimization programs and thus can incorporate the added insights resulting from scientific knowledge and data. Thermal spray represents an excellent vehicle to pilot such concepts and is currently being explored within the Stony Brook's Consortium program.
Part 5: summary and conclusions
This review presents a discussion on the challenges and opportunities with respect to accelerating incorporation of advanced knowledge and technologies into industrial practice of materials and manufacturing. A new framework PAINT is presented that strives to bring system developers and supply chain together facilitated through an academic intermediary with the specific goal to accelerate communication among players and concurrently establish a methodology for robust assessment of advanced technologies, knowledge and models in promoting materials and manufacturing innovation. . The proposed schemes look at component level description of each of the sub-processes and relationships. Performance needs are the principle driver which sets the goal to identify new material composition(s), which is then cycled through the integrated process development strategy. The examples provided in this illustration are principally experimental data, but with availability of requisite material property databases, models will allow virtual synthesis of maps and relationships.
Thermal spray, a platform of materials and manufacturing technology is used as a vehicle to describe constituent science and technology elements along with identification of the critical components needed for integrating materials and manufacturing innovation. The key ingredients of success include both system level appreciations of the requirements as well as a demonstration of the value proposition of the innovation. Given that each stakeholder has a different perspective on needs and outcomes, successful transition of new knowledge and technologies and its accelerated adoption require effective partnerships among system designers, innovators and knowledge enhancers. These partnerships take time and trust to build and sustain and made possible through effective communication among the stake holders.
For accelerated insertion of new technology and knowledge an intersection of the system and innovation pathways described in Figure 1 need to be achieved in a timely manner along with appropriate "stage-gates" to outline the needs and assess the values of innovative technologies [77] . For the specific example of thermal spray technology, such a framework is presented in Figure 22 connecting the system needs with enabling innovation. Through the use of case studies, this paper demonstrates these connections and points a pathway for exploitation of such partnership concepts in other areas of materials and manufacturing.
Although the case studies presented here are specific to the field of thermal spray, but the methodologies are extendable to other materials and manufacturing systems. This is likely to be critical for the emerging ICME framework, where input to develop appropriate models and experiments as well as integration will no doubt require a partnership among the key stakeholders. PAINT concepts demonstrated in this paper such as consortia, field trips and even industrial validation of advanced models/experiments will greatly enhance both successful transition and reduced time. In essence PAINT attempts to bridge scientific advancements and disruptive concepts with industrial system roads maps to accelerate implementation of innovation. Templating these integration and PAINT concepts across different market segments will be key to securing the innovation agenda in advanced materials and manufacturing. Figure 22 Concurrent product development/technology innovation framework envisions integration of system driven material and processes (top down) with science driven enablers (bottom-up). Unlike the linear development strategy described in Figure 1 , this type of integration will allow accelerated consideration of advanced scientific concepts, models and new technologies.
